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Objectives

• Analyze historical barriers between law 
enforcement and advocates and strengthen skills 
to overcome them. 

• Explore methods to establish a cohesive 
partnership.

• The importance of working as a team.



Key Considerations for 
Increasing Victim Advocacy 

and Law Enforcement 
Collaboration

Changing our relationship to achieve better outcomes for 
survivors



“At some point in time or another, most of us have been a member 
of a ‘great team.’ It might have been in sports, or the performing arts, 
or perhaps in our work. Regardless of the setting, we probably 
remember the trust, the relationships, the acceptance, the synergy-
and the results that we achieved. We often forget that great times 
rarely start off great. Usually they start off as groups of individuals. It 
takes time to develop knowledge to working as a whole…In other 
words, great teams are learning organizations- groups of people 
who, over time, enhance their capacity to create what they truly 
desire to create.”          

Ross, Rick. Backing into a Vision, The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook.
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Understanding Roles: System-Based 
Advocates

Advocacy vs. Justice

• Victim Rights and Victim-Centered Approaches

• Holding Offenders Accountable vs. Victim Participation

• “Justice Looks Different for Everyone”

○ We all have our idea of what justice looks like

Collaboration with the Community

• Essential Relationships; Law Enforcement, Prosecutors, Sexual Assault 

Nurse Examiners, community agencies

• Teamwork towards the mission



Understanding Roles: Community-Based 
Advocates

Victim Centered

• Empowerment/restoration model

• Strong focus on victims rights

Comprehensive advocacy in specialized area

• 24 hour access

• Trauma informed counseling

• Victim directed advocacy vs. disposition of criminal case

Having a seat at the table

• Policy development

• training







Understanding Roles: Law 
Enforcement

• Meet with the victim and obtain information
• Gather evidence
• Interview and/or interrogate suspect
• Review with prosecutor
• Charge suspect
• Testify in court









Effectively Working with Law 
Enforcement

• Build a rapport
• Having a strong partnership with law enforcement greatly 

benefits victims throughout the criminal justice process.

• Communication
• Provide constructive criticism
• Remember your ethics, boundaries, and victim rights
• “It’s not what you say, it’s how you say it”



Effectively Working with Law 
Enforcement

• Invite LE to train your advocates and volunteers
• Acknowledge when officers respond in a trauma 

informed manner
• Create opportunities to work together outside of 

cases



Effectively Working Advocates

• Law Enforcement needs to have an open mind
• Check ego at the door

• Law Enforcement needs to understand the value of 
Victim Advocates
• Victim engagement furthers a case

• We should not judge each other’s roles in this process



Effectively Working with Advocates

If you get your advocates to trust you the advocates 
will get the victims to trust you!



Effectively Working with Advocates

• Understand the difference between community 
based and system based advocates
• Benefits of working with both and their 

limitations
• Inform advocates of victim meetings in a timely 

manner
• Don’t talk disparagingly about victims and not 

expect advocates to give constructive feedback



The Beauty of Collaboration

• Professionals have a better understanding of each 
others roles and limitations

• Working from strengths of various disciplines

• Can enhance accountability of various players

• Fewer victims falling through the cracks in systems

• We professionals find our support team in the MDT



High-Functioning Collaborations

• Egos are set aside

• Understand one another’s mandates and limitations

• Respect different vantage points and priorities

• Ability to integrate new members into the team

• Have institutionalized relationships








